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 It has been a while since I have been so worked up about a book, but I am loving this
publication and cannot place it down. Can't imagine how great we will experience in 6 months!
Dr. This is food the way nature intended us to consume it. Colin Campbell PhD, the Jacob Gould
Schurman Professor Emeritus of Nutritional Biochemistry at Cornell University. The Campbell
Plan, predicated on scientific proof presented in peer examined journals and the work of his dad
in The China Research, along with years of his own private clinical experience, practicing as a
family group doctor in Rochester NY through the University of Rochester Medical Center brings
us information therefore dearly needed yet often convoluted in mainstream mass media. The
Minestrone Soup is normally a popular of mine and all quality recipes are WFPB with no added
oil. Dr. Need I say even more? GMO's, 'does it have to be organic?" Both books certainly are a
small textbookish, but if you examine them with an open up mind, they will convince you. Going
true vegan has changed my husband's an my health! stop eating dairy, processed flour no
SUGAR! The personal stories are touching in fact it is clear to see his purpose on paper this
book would be to help individuals who are considerably to often struggling and medicated for
conditions they can treat and in many cases invert though incorporating a WFPB (whole food,
plant based) diet and the learnings in this publication.Long awaited and well worth every minute
we waited! You can find 55 quality recipes in the trunk which look incredible. This book is very
well organized and very easily readable. Campbell shares his years of research, study and
professional education on the advantages of a complete food plant structured diet in this most
welcomed follow-up to the massively effective 2005 - THE CHINA STUDY which he co-wrote
with his dad, T. Lastly, there are 18 pages of references in the rear of this very well researched
publication.), General Mills Kix, General Mills Chex, and General Mills Total. This publication WILL
and Is normally changing lives! Literal life saver I have shed 55 pounds by following a whole
foods, plant based diet and vigorous exercise and kept it off for a season. Went from requiring
insulin to just one metformin tab daily. My diabetes nurse was shocked by the turnaround.
Cholesterol and triglyceride numbers are phenomenal. Excellent. And boy perform I eat a lot
(though, of program restricted to veggies, fruits and moderate amounts of whole grains).
Following a year, I hardly miss my former junk diet plan.Both books by the doctors Campbell are
literally existence savers for the whole foods plant based diets they advocate. I heartily
recommend. By copies for all your family members too. I've read and re-examine the China
Research . This book is probably for amateurs: it really is friendly, presents a good portion of the
research, and has good, standard recipes.? They are basic and homey. I'm sure if you are not
used to plant-centered living you may have to perform a bit of shopping, but in comparison to,
say, Fuhrman's dishes, which seem targeted at gourmet vegan cooking, Campbell's are easy and
so are mostly what you would be prone to making every day. This might save everyone on
healthcare costs. Anyone that wants to live much longer an healthy.. I like the idea of a plant
based diet plan but this . He provides us very practical "this is how you can start to incorporate
the research" into your day to day life. We started juicing and total vegan an dropped a total
between us of 18 pounds in 2 1/2 weeks an we have been not hungry. It should be mandatory
reading for each and every doctor. to eliminate all chemicals and toxins from your home and
local environment as much as possible;! This book actually has great information!Also this book
contains some very nice recipes. Decided to go through it and produced the best decision in my
life. The more I was reading the book, the more I was understanding how, why, and what's wrong
with the way I've been eating for the past 6 years (I've been a vegetarian for the past 6 years but
my lbs and health weren't the very best). Just following the recommendations in the book for 3
weeks I was able to improve my blood check drastically.Defiantly recommend scanning this



book to everybody. Sugar feeds cancer. Excellent. Go for that one if you're simply getting started
Campbell is a pioneer in neuro-scientific plant-based diet, and as such you should read
everything he offers written. I’d recommend reading “the plant paradox” over that one Great
information for your wellbeing!. At age group 44, my waistline size is currently 32.! We weren't
dieting but it simply melted off around the waistline. The complete nation should be sticking
with an "anti-cancer diet plan' as a means to eradicate many forms of cancer. There exists a cure
for cancers and it lies within each folks as to our life style, behaviors and diet. The cure for tumor
is to eat fresh, healthy, alive foods and eschew anything in a can, package, carton or bottle;
Moving away from of all dairy required all our allergies aside including dark circles and hand
bags under the eyes. His writing design is very down to earth with a very knowledgable however
humble tone.!! I have read and re-browse the China Study several times. It's a truly lifestyle
changing experience. Each folks should have a goal to make minimal effect on the medical
community. This book changes your life in the event that you follow it. CLEAR and Concise. This
is a great the best book of a few that I've read promoting a WFPB diet. He's very clear with his
message and explains why he believes what he does in line with the summation of research.
The China Study I saw this publication first in some kind of documentary at Netflix. Good follow
up the China Study book.' and more. Get Healthy Dr. Thomas Campbell does a great job of
laying out the reasons and how too's of a Whole Food Plant Based Life style. He actually lays
out the cultural implications and how it'll influence you as you transfer to a healthier existence. I
purchased this on my Kindle but after reading it I in fact ordered a hardcover copy to maintain
for easy reference to all the Great Quality recipes and reference information.. Understandable
and useful Lots of books on this topic can be “preachy” but not this one.If you want a book that
truly lists out the research for why the WFPB diet plan may be the proven healthiest way to
consume, look at "How Never to Die," and "The China Study.. Five Stars Used this for a group
presentation on vegan diet plan! Not a whole meals plant based guide. On page 154, the writer
recommends for cereal to try Post Grape Nuts, Post Bran Flakes, Post Shredded Wheat, General
Mills Cheerios (yes, I kid you not! I've purchased copies for relatives and buddies. Campbell
addresses a multitude of myths, controversies and main confusion the American general public
has on nourishment around such topics as grains, gluten, protein, seafood oil. I particularly like
the dishes, because they utilize ingredients I generally have in my own kitchen. Well, for a
publication that is promoting a complete food plant structured diet, they are not whole foods by
way of a long shot!!! These are Highly processed foods with added sugar and preservatives.
Really just blew my respect for the author and the initial China Study. If they can’t research their
recomendations in a straightforward book like this, you can believe they will have done careful
research on the original premise from which it really is based? Extremely sloppy, to say the least.
Not impressed with this reserve. life changing book! read this it'll change your life. Life-
changing! Well done! A must have book to change your life. I have already been recommending
this book to my children and friends.this is a must read!. It will help me start transitioning to a
wholesome lifestyle. Extremely dissapointed. I like the thought of a plant based diet but this
author is usually manipulating data to verify his point..! This book is so full of incredible
information. In order to improve your health you need to read this book!! Five Stars Now, If I
could just stay with it!
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